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ON GEE-BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS
UNDER FIRST MOMENT MISSPECIFICATION
Daniel B. Hall
Department of Statistics, University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

K e y W o r d s : clustered data, e s t i m a n d , longitudi'nal data, quasi-kikelihood.
ABSTRACT
Many of the classical estimation methods of statistics lead to estirnators that solve an equation. In common special cases, estimating equationbased estimators have appeal because they correspond to the maximum or
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minimum of an objective function. In such cases, an intuitively reasonable
criterion for estimation, such as minimizing the Euclidean distance between
the observation vector and the fitted value. motivates the procrdure. In
general. however, solutions of estimating equations need not minimize an
objective function. Therefore, when the assumed model for the data is inaccurate, it is unclear what aspect of the data is being described by an
estimating equation-based estimator. Since the landmark article of Liang
and Zeger (1986), there has been considerable interest in using estimating
equations for longitudinal and other clustered data. In this paper we examine
the form of the regression parameter estinland under model misspecification
when estimating equations related to Liang and Zeger's generalized estimating equations (GEES) are used for model fitting. Closed form expressions are
presented for these estimands in simple examples. These results indicate that
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the estimands for GEE1 (Liang and Zeger, 1986) and extended G E E (Hall
and Severini, 1998) are intuitively reasonable, but estimands based on GEE2
(Prentice and Zhao, 1991) in some cases are considerably more difficult to
justify than their G E E l counterparts.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In clustered data correlation typically exists among within-cluster responses. This correlation complicates the analysis of such data. An approach
to this problem which has received much attention recently is to analyze
the data using a generalized linear marginal model which has parameters
whose estimates are obtained as the solutions of equations. This approach
was introduced by Liang and Zeger (1986) who proposed "generalized estimating equations" (GEES) for the estimation of parameters related to the
marginal mean response when the within-cluster correlation may be viewed
Downloaded At: 13:26 11 January 2010

as a nuisance. Subsequent authors have introduced alternative estimating
equations for the situation in which correlation parameters are of interest.
Prentice and Zhao (1991) proposed equations for the simultaneous estimation of regression and association parameters which have the same form as
the score equations when the responses follow a quadratic exponential density (Gourieroux et al., 1984). Following Liang et al. (1992), the Liang
and Zeger (1986) and Prentice and Zhao (1991) approaches will hereafter
be referred to as G E E l and GEE2, respectively. Hall and Severini (1998)
proposed "extended generalized estimating equations" (EGEEs) for regression and association parameters which are based on the ideas of extended
quasi-likelihood.

A weakness of estimating equation-based parameter estimation is
that, in general, solutions of estimating equations do not minimize an objective function. That is, the solution of an estimating equation does not
necessarily minimize some measure of inaccuracy such as the mean squared
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deviations or the median absolute deviations of the responses from the regression surface. This means that when the assumed model for the data is
inaccurate, it is unclear what aspect of the data is being described by an
estimating eq~lat~ion-based
estimator. That is, under model misspecification
the estzmand is unknown. Given that, to some extent, most models are unrealistic representations of the data they describe, this issue calls into question
the appropriateness of GEE-based methods. In this paper GEE-based estimation of regression parameters is examined under rnodel misspecification

2.

GEE-BASED METHODS

In the discussion that follows it will be assumed that the data to be
analyzed are clustered due to a longitudinal study design. That is, multiple
observations are made through time on each of several individuals. However.
the estimating equation methods under consideration in this paper apply
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more generally to other types of clustered data.
To establish notation, let ytt be the scalar response and xit be the P x 1
vector of covariates for individuals i = 1 , . . . , K , and times t = 1:. . . :Ti.
The
response vector for the ith subject is yi = (ytl.. . . IT,)^ with mean bi =

pi^,)^, and the Ti x P matrix of covariates is xi = (xzl..
. . ,x , ~ ~ ) ~ ,
Let p be a P x 1 vector of parameters describing the relationship between the
(pil,.. .

mean and the covariates! and let a be a n s x 1 vector of parameters describing
the associations among repeated observations. In each of the approaches it
is assumed that the marginal mean is related to covariates through a known
link function, g, via g ( p i t ) = ~

$ 0 and
. the marginal variance is reIated to the
marginal mean through a known variance function, w , via var(yit) = 4u(pit),

where

2.1

4 is an unknown dispersion parameter.
GEE1
In the original GEE approach it is assumed that cov(y,) =

$ V i l l ( p i , a ) where V i l l is a Ti x Ti covariance matrix which has the struc-
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ture

Here A i ( p i ) = diag(v(pil):. . . : v(plrz)) is a Ti x Ti diagonal matrix of variance functions: and R ( a ) is a "working" specification for corr(y,). A quasilikelihood approach based on these assumptions leads to the quasi-score equation

where Dill = d p i / d p . Since (2) involves the unknown parameters P, a , and

4, it is not

an estimating equation for

proposed their GEES for

p. Therefore, Liang and Zeger (1986)

P based on (2) where 4 is replaced by an estimator.

$(P). which is &?-consistent

P, and a is replaced by an estimator,
given P and 4. These substitutions yield

given

& ( P .4). which is &?-consistent

For the estimation of the nuisance parameters

4

and a , Liang and Zeger

proposed method of moment estimators based on residuals. Prentice and
Zhao (1991) generalized the method of moment approach by suggesting ad

hoe estimating equations for a similar in form to (3). The term GEEl refers
to either of these approaches, the critical feature being that GEEl methods
treat

"0 and a as orthogonal to one another even when they are not"

(Liang

et al., 1992, p.10). Under certain regularity conditions PGEE1,
the solution to
(2), is consistent and asymptotically multivariate normal (Liang and Zeger.
1986) regardless of whether or not cov(y,), i = 1, . . . , K , have been modelled
correctly.

2.2

GEE2
In the GEE2 and EGEE methods the decomposition (1) is dropped

and the over-dispersion parameter q5 is included in a . Hence a describes

GEE-BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS
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var(y,) rather than corr(y,). The GEE2 approach is based on the observation
that when y,, i = 1 , .. . . K , are assumed to follow a quadratic exponential
model, the score equation for ( p T ,a T ) T has the following form:

where

ai

= a i ( p , a ) = (oill, a i l 2 , . . . , o i ~ , ~is, the
) ~ covariance matrix

Vill

in vector form, and si = si(0) = (sill, silz,. . . , s~T,T,),where sijk = (yij pij)(yik - pik). In addition, in (4)

One approach to estimation of /3 and cr would be to specify the form
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of the quadratic exponential model (which implies forms for the third and
fourth moments appearing in V,) and solve (4). Depending on whether or
not the true probability density function is assumed to belong to this model
this approach corresponds to either maximum likelihood or pseudo maximum
likelihood estimation (Gourieroux et al.. 1984). Since this procedure is typically expensive computationally, Prentice and Zhao (1991) suggested obtaining estimates by solving (4) assuming a "working" form for V,, z = I , . . . , K ,
where third and fourth moments are modelled in terms of p, and a , . This
GEE2 approach yields consistent and asymptotically normal estimators provided that the mean and covariance models, p,(P), a , ( @ ,a ) , i = 1, . . . , K .
have been correctly specified.

2.3

EGEE
The GEE1 procedure disussed in section 2.1 may be seen as an ap-

plication of quasi-likelihood to longitudinal data. Equation (2) is the quasiscore equation which results upon differentiation of quasi-likelihood functions
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Q z ( p i .yi). i = 1 , . . . , K, and summation over i . These Qi, i = 1 , . . . , K , have
likelihood-like properties with respect to

0 but not with respect

to a and

4.

Hall and Severini (1998) proposed estimating equations for y = ( p T , aTjT
formed from the derivatives of an extended quasi-likelihood function for y ,
Q: (,ui, a ,yi). Q+ is an extended quasi-likelihood function (Nelder and Pregibon, 1987) in the sense that its partial derivatives with respect to both
and a have properties similar to an efficient score vector.
Specifically, the extended quasi-likelihood function is assumed to be
of the form

which ensures that Q+ retain the log-likelihood-like properties of Qi with respect t o p since d Q + / d p = d Q i / d p . In the following, we drop the individual
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index i for simplicity of notation. The requirement

leads to

Here we use index notation (see for example, Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox,
1989, ch.5 ) where subscripts and superscripts indicate vector or matrix
components and a summation is implied over any index which is repeated in
a subscript and a superscript. In our notation V ~ % Sthe ( j ,k)th element of
Vill,

V,k

and Rj-s

is the ( j , k)th element of

v,;:,

Rjk is the ( j , k)th element of R ( a ) ,

the ( j , k)th element of R P 1 ( a ) . The superscript u represents

a partial derivative with respect to the uth element of a , a". The partial
derivatives of the resulting extended quasi-likelihood function with respect
to the components of

p and a give the following estimating functions:
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Stacking these estimating functions and summing over independent clusters
yields the EGEE for y:

where

It can easily be seen by shifting to matrix notation that the estimating
equation for

K
p corresponding to (6); C,=,
U,(y; P ) = 0.is exactly the same

as (2). Therefore, as functions of an estimator for a , the GEEl and EGEE
estimators of fl are the same. For this reason we will emphasize comparisons
between GEEl and GEE2 in what follows, with the understanding that the
results hold for comparisons of EGEE versus GEE2 as well.

2.4

Relationship with Optimal Estimating Equations
See Desmond (1997) for a thorough treatment of the issues addressed

in this subsection.
Assuming that a and #J are known, the quasi-score equation (2) is the
optimal linear estimating equation for /3 in the sense of Godambe (1960).
However, the situation Liang and Zeger focused on when proposing their
original GEES is one in which the intracluster correlation is a nuisance and
the true structure for cov(y,) is unknown. Therefore, these authors proposed the suboptimal estimating equations given in ( 3 ) , trading optimality
for robustness. Here we take "robustness" to mean that inference for /3 "is
insensitive to whether or not other parts of the probability mechanism are
misspecified" (Liang and Rathouz, 1997, p.113). In addition, the ad hoc
estimating equation of Prentice and Zhao (1991) that can be used to supplement (3) in the GEEl approach is optimal for a for fixed
the combined estimation of a and

4,

GEEl is not optimal.

P.

However, for

HALL
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Among the class of unbiased estimating functions that are linear combinations of yi and si, it is known that equation (4) is optimal if V i =
cov(y,,si) is a function of /3 and a: only (Liang et al, 1992). Typically, however, Vi will involve third and fourth moment parameters. If such higher
order parameters are known, then (4) is again optimal. Since knowledge of
these third and fourth moments is typically unavailable. Prentice and Zhao
(1991) proposed using "working" models for cov(yi, s,) and var(s,) in their
estimating equations, again trading optirnality for robustness.
Hall and Severini (1998) use a different approach than Prentice and
Zhao to avoid the assumption of models for third and fourth order moments.
The alternatives offered by these pairs of authors parallels the situation in
the literature on esti~nationof overdispersion parameters in generalized linear
models. In overdispersed GLMs the optimal estimating function of Godambe
and Thompson (1989) (which they call the extended quasi-score function in
Downloaded At: 13:26 11 January 2010

a different use of the terminology of Nelder and Pregibon, 1987) requires
knowledge of skewness and kurtosis. To avoid such higher moment specifications, t'wo prominent approaches are extended quasi-likelihood (Nelder and
Pregibon, 1987) and pseudo-likelihood (Carroll and Ruppert. 1982; Davidian
and Carroll, 1988).
The connection between EGEE and extended quasi-likelihood (EQL)
has already been established. As described in Prentice and Zhao (1991). the
GEE2 approach is closely connected with the pseudo maximum likelihood
(PML) approach of Gourieroux et al. (1984). PML differs from, but is closely
related to. Carroll and Ruppert's pseudo likelihood (PL). In PML. estimators for first and second moment parameters are obtained by maximizing a
density in the quadratic exponential family when the true density does not
necessarily belong to that family. Gourieroux et a1 showed that this procedure yields consistent estimators, and that the quadratic exponential family

GEE-BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS
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was unique in implying such consistency. In PL, one fixes ,L3 a t a preliminary
estimate and estimates second order parameters by maximizing the normal
theory likelihood. Clearly, the two methods are closely related. In each case
consistent estimators are obtained by maximizing a possibly incorrect likelihood in the exponential family. Currently, there seems to be some evidence
in favor of each of the methods, EQL and PL, in the overdispersed GLM
setting. Further investigation of the relat,ive merits of GEE2 and EGEE in
the clustered data setting seems warranted.

3.

MODEL-MISSPECIFICATION

The only requirement that is typically made of estimating functions
is that they have zero mean a t the true parameter point (see, for example,
2(P))
McCullagh, 1991). Consider the quasi-score funct,ion D ~ , v , : {-~p ~
for a single cluster (the ith) assuming, for the moment, that the association
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parameter a is known. Under misspecification of the model for E(y,). the
quasi-score function is clearly not an estimating function for the true pararneter value. call it Do. For example, suppose that the assumed model is pi@) =
( P i , . . . f i ) T , but under the t'rue model E(yi) = jioi(Po) = (&I.. . . , /&T,) T .
In this case, the quasi-score function does not have zero mean a t the true
parameter point because it cannot be evaluated there;

0 and Po do not

have

the same dimension. Certainly,

does not imply that

P = Po.

By the same argument, equation (21, the GEE1 equation when a and
q5 are known. is not an estimating equation for

(4) is not an estimating equation for (p;,

Do, and the GEE2 equation
under first moment model

misspecification. However, both (2) and (4) are estimating functions with
respect to some quantities, and it is of interest to examine what those quan-
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tities are. The quantity for which (2) is an estimating function satisfies

i=l

Here Eo indicates that the expectation is taken with respect to the true
distribution of yi. We call the solution of (7) the estimand for GEE1 and
denote it p * . The estimand of GEE2 is the solution of the equation obtained
by applying Eo to the left-hand side of (4), which yields

The GEE2 estimand solving (8) we denote as (p**T.C Y * * ~ ) ~ .
In general, it is not possible to solve either (7) or (8) in closed form.
When. according to the assumed model, p,(@ = xJ3, that is, the link
function is linear, or when g ( p Z t )is equal to a single component of the parameter vector (e.g., as in a means model for the one-way layout), the model
mean p , ( P ) has the form x,A, where X = g-l(P). In this case, the form
of A* = g - l ( P * ) implied by equation (7) is easy to obtain. and for some
simple models, (8) can also be solved to yield a closed form expression for
A** = y - l ( p * C ) ,
In sections 4 and 5 two simple examples are considered where equations ( 7 ) and (8) yield solutions. Results depend upon the model chosen for
var(yi). In the examples discussed below, covariance models corresponding
to (1) with exchangeable, 1-dependence, and AR(1) correlation structures are
considered (see Liang and Zeger, 1986, for a description of these correlation

GEE-BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS

structures). In addition, three variance functions are utilized:

In general,

A*

depends on a , which is assumed known.

For GEE2, the form of

A**

depends not only on the model for cov(yi),

but also on the working models for the third and fourth order moments appearing in V i z land V i z z The independence and Gaussian working models for higher order moments are used here. These models will be denoted

GEE2(I) and GEE2(G), respectively, in what follows. A detailed description
of these models may be found in Prentice and Zhao (1991). For GEE2, the
first moment estimand, A**; typically depends upon

For most of the

a**.

results t,hat follow, we do not assume that the correlation model has been
correctly specified. In such cases,

a*"

is not necessarily equal to the true

correlation parameter ao. As a result: most of the expressions for A** involve
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both a**and

4.

00.

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC MEANS ASSUMED CONSTANT OVER TIME
Consider the case in which K individuals are measured at each of three

time points; that is T, = 3, i = 1 . . . . , K. Suppose that y = ( y l l . yla, y 1 3 .
Y X , . . . , Y K ~ has
)
true mean PO =

.

( p o l l : ~ 0 1 2~. 0 1 3~, 0 2 1 . ~ .~

0

~ which
3 )

is

not of the form p ( P ) = g - l ( X P ) specified by the GLM. Suppose that X
is a design matrix grouping responses according to individual. That is. X
is the 3K x K matrix IK 8 l3where 1, is a a x 1 vector of ones? I, is
the a x a identity matrix; and @ denotes the Kronecker product. Here,

pp,

the parameter corresponding to the pth column of X , has the interpretation

.

that the mean response for individual p equals A, = g-l(&,), p = 1 , .. . P.

P = K.
We can think of the K subject,^ as belonging to K treatment groups
with distinct means. In applications we are more likely to encounter the
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situation in which we have distinct means in g treatment groups with K,
subjects in the ith group (K = K1

+ . . . + K g ) . The estimands in the g

treat,ment example are more difficult to obtain, but some examples suggest
that the results for the K group example presented here are suggestive of
what occurs in the g group case.

Case 1: Exchangeable Correlation Structure

4.1

For the exchangeable model. (7) can be solved to yield

for all three choices of the variance function. Clearly the arithmetic average
of the true means at each time point is a reasonable form for the GEE1
regression parameter estimand.
The corresponding GEE2(1) and GEE2(G) estimators depend upon
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the variance function v. Results for GEE2(I) will be considered first. Using
variance function vl. equation (8) yields two solutions: one corresponding to
A*;

= A;

given by (9) and the other given by

Here a*" is the model-based estimator which (with P * * ) solves (8).and
no2.

(103

are the true correlations: that is

For v2,A*" = A*. For

213,

( 8 ) leads to solutions of the form

p = 1 , . . . , P, k = 1 , . . . ! 4, where

and

s3

001.

= (1; -1, I , - I ) ~ .

SI =

(1, -1, -1,

llT, s2 = ( l , l , -1. -1lT,
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Using GEE2(G) and the identity variance function; v l . leads to

where c =

Jm
+

a 0 2

001

,/-~

+ (YO~JP-~

and pop =

x,=,popT Variance function vz again leads to the solution given by (9).
3

When

v3

is used equation (8) yields four solutions corresponding to

p = 1 , .. . , P , k = 1:.. . ; 4, where mpl =
mp3 = C Y O ~ P O ~ Z ~ L and
O~~d
,

=

Q O I ~ O ~ I ~ mO p ~2 Z = ( Y O Z C L O ~ I P O ~ ~ .

c:,~
pipj.

The results from this example under the exchangeable working correlation structure are summarized in table 1. While for the identity variance
function, v2, the GEE2 regression parameter estimands correspond to an intuitively appealing form agreeing with GEE1 and EGEE, in general GEE2
can lead to quite complicated and difficult to interpret estimands when the
regression model is misspecified. This disadvantage to the use of GEE2 will
be seen in several of the other examples considered below.

4.2

Case 2: I-Dependence Correlatton Structure
For the 1-dependence correlation model. (7) leads to

for all choices of the variance function. This form is a weighted average of
the true means. For a* = 0 the weights are equal as in the exchangeable
case. For large

a*,

more weight is put upon the second observation than

the first or third. This differential weighting reflects the fact that under the
1-dependence correlation stmcture, observation two is correlated with both
of the other observations and observations one and three are each correlated

Downloaded At: 13:26 11 January 2010

TABLE 1 GEE-BASED ESTIMANDS UNDER MODEL MISSPECIFIC 4TION
Exchange,hle Working Correlatlorl Structure
-

-

p
p

Method

--

u

A;

(GEE1) or A$ (GEE2)

1
3 ( ~ +~ pop2
~ 1+ pops) = pop / 3

same as above

same as above

1

3(Pop1 + 1 ~ 0 +~ 2110~3)and

rvol J110p1110p2

+ ffozJEziG + (Yo3Jm
3a"
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with only one other observation. Hence, in some sense, when a* is large
observation two contains the most information about the overall mean
When using GEE2(I), (8) yields

when vl is the variance function. When v2 is used, the estimand for GEE2(I)
again coincides with the estimand for GEE1; that is, A** is as in (10). When

v3 is used, A** is given by

Under GEE2(G), ul leads to A*;

equal to

{ 2 a * * 2 ( ~ 0 1+ da ~0 3 d w ) + (a0ld-

+ ~03J-)

pop. + P O ~ Z ) ) / ( ~ @ * * (-~ 1))
Q**~

,/=+

- a**(2a02

as the solution t,o (8). The constant variance function vz again yields A** as
in ( l o ) , With u3, GEE2(G) leads to the pth component of A** corresponding
to one of the four solutions:
-

+4

-

2a**S(p$1

?a** + 3)(P$2 - Psiknip2) - 2a**(a1* - I j d
~ *-* ~

+ 2Q**- 3

) ( ~ -~ SZkmpJ)
~ m ~- ~~S l i c ~ * * ' 7 E p 2

+ p ~ ~ ~ ) J / a * * ( 2 a *I )*{~~ * * ( / L+O mP2)
~.
-

-

dj,

k = 1. . . . - 4 . The results from t,his section are summarized in table 2. In this

case as in the previous one, the GEE2 estimands under non-identity variance
functions appear to be difficult t o justify.

4.3

Case 3: AR(1) Correlation Structure
When the correlation structure is assumed to follow an AR(1) model

(7) has solution which, again, is a weighted average:

A* = pop1 + ~ 0 p 2 ( -l a * )+ Pop3 , p = l , . . . , p.
P
3 - a*

(11)
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Here again, when a* = 0. ( p O p l p ~ 2pops)
,
receive equal weights. When a*
is large and positive, pop2 is down-weighted. When a* is large and negative.
pop2 receives greater weight,. As in the previous cases, all choices of the

variance function v lead to the same GEE1 and EGEE estimand.
The GEEZ(1) and GEE2(G) estinlands depend on the choice for u.
Using GEE2(I) with

When

112

vl

leads to

is used GEE2(I) yields A * * as in (11). Using

29

under GEE2(I)

equation (8) yields four solutions for A;*:

p=l,

. . . P , k = l , . . . , 3.
Solutions of (8) obtained under GEE2(G) are as follows. When

~1

is

the chosen variance function, A$* equals

p = 1. . . . . P. For uz. equation (8) again yields the solution given by equation

(11). Four possible estinlands are obtained when variance function us is
utilized, given by Xi; equal t o

for p = 1 , . . . ,P, and k = 1 , . . . , 4 . Results for this example are summarized
in table 3.
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TABLE 3

GEEl/EGEE

wid

GEE-BASED ESTIMANDS UNDER MODEL MISSPECIFICATIOK'
AR(1) Workmg Correlation Stiucture

same as above

GEE-BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS
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OCCASION-SPECIFIC MEANS, CONSTANT OVER SUBJECTS
Another simple case occurs when observations are grouped according

t o occasion. Suppose we have T, = 4 observations per subject and design
matrix X = l K@ I2 grouping the first two observations on each subject
together with mean g-1(/31) = XI and the third and fourth observations on
each subject together with common mean g-1(/3*) = Az. In this case the
expressions for A* implied by ( 7 ) do not depend on the choice of correlation
structure or variance function. Using GEE1 or EGEE, A; is simply the
average of the true means at occasions 1 and 2 and A% is simply the average
of the true means a t occasions 3 and 4. That is.
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regardless of the correlation structure and variance function.
For this example, the GEE2 estimands implied by (8) also do not
depend on the choice of correlation structure, and they do not depend on
the working third and fouth order moment structure. Using GEE2 with
constant variance function

v2, A*;

is as in (12). For this result, we have not

assumed t h a t the correlation structure has been correctly specified. That is.
using

v2. A*;

is a simple average as given by (12) under the assumption that

the true correlation matrix has the following unstructured form

Such an assumption in this example, however, leads to a complicated expression for equation (8) when either v l or

113

is used. Hence, we were unable to

obtain closed form expressions for the GEE2 estimands when either the identity or square variance functions were used without making the simplifying
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assumption that the true correlation structure corresponds to independent
within-cluster responses. Clearly, it is unlikely that the true correlation matrix would be the identity matrix in most situations for which GEE,-based
methods would be used. However, the results under this simplifying assumption are of interest in the sense that if the GEE2 estimand is not an
intuitively appealing combination of the true means in this case, then we can
only expect it to be less attractive as nonzero correlations are introduced into
the expression for the estimand.
Assuming the true correlation structure is the independence structure.
711

leads to A*;

as in (12). When the square variance function us is used.

however, the GEE2 estimand A;* is the solution to the following quadratic
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equation

6.

DISCUSSION

From the evidence presented here it appears that when observations
are grouped according to nieasurenient occasion. GEE1 and EGEE-based
estimators of group means estimate the average of the true means of the observations. When observations are grouped according to some time-invariant
criterion, a weighted average of the true observation means is estimated. In
general. the weights in this average depend upon the correlation among observations. In the exchangeable case these weights are equal regardless of a .
In other cases small correlations result in nearly equal weights. When observations are substantially correlated weights are unequal. As an estimand,
a weighted average of the true means appears to make some sense and the
results presented here should be reassuring to users of GEE1 and EGEE.
In the examples considered here, the quantity that is estimated by
solving a GEE2 equation is often not as appealing. The GEE2 estimand
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depends upon the choice of variance function, and particularly when GEE2
is used with a variance function other than v(p) = 1, the estimand ran be
difficult to justify.
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